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Vancouver Cantata Singers acknowledges that this evening’s concert takes place on the
unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

Light of Humanity
Saturday, October 22, 2022, 7:30 (Christ Church Cathedral, Vancouver)

The Gift Russell Wallace

Versa est in luctum Alonso Lobo,
ed. J. Evan Kreider *

Kyrie (from Requiem for Peace) Larry Nickel *

Morning Star Arvo Pärt

Antara Tracy Wong

Nūr: Reflections on Light Hussein Janmohamed *
 I. Light: Unveiled
 II. Light: Suspended
 III. Light: Enlivened

Advance Democracy Benjamin Britten

Lux humanitas (World Premiere) Craig Galbraith**

Underneath the Stars Kate Rusby,
arr. Jim Clements

Lao Rahal Soti Samin Choukeir,
 arr. Shireen Abu Khader

This is My Song (Finlandia) Jean Sibelius,
arr. Blake Morgan

* VCS member
** VCS Composer in Residence
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The Gift (2013) Russell Wallace (b. 1965)

A graduate from UBC’s programme in Creative Writing, Russell Wallace is a composer, writer,
producer, singer, and performer from the Lil’wat Nation.  In 2019 he was Artist in Residence for
the Vancouver International Jazz Festival.  For seven years he was Composer in Residence for
Banff’s Chinook Winds Aboriginal Dance Programme.  He has taught at Vancouver’s Native
Education College and now directs the Indigenous Vocal Ensemble at Vancouver Community
College.   He recently received the Lieutenant Governor’s Platinum Jubilee Award for Arts and
Music.

This song is about a community coming together to prepare a feast to celebrate ‘the
gift’ of traditions and the transmission of knowledge.  A traditional song will have a
certain name or title but it is the context in which it is sung that denotes the true
meaning.

The lyrics in this song are not words in any language but they are based on Aboriginal
vocables from the western part of North America.  I am a member of the Lil’wat
Nation and have sung and composed many songs based on this traditional form.

—The composer

Guest soloist: Russell Wallace

Way hey hee yo yo

Light of Humanity
Programme notes by J. Evan Kreider,

Professor Emeritus of Musicology, UBC, Member of VCS

Versa est in luctum (1598) Alonso Lobo (1555-1617),
ed. J. Evan Kreider (b. 1942)

Alonso Lobo was both an ecclesiastical canon and one of the finest composers of the Spanish
Golden Age, directing choirs at Seville Cathedral and later Toledo Cathedral. Versa est in luctum
was composed “On the death of Philip II [1527-1598], Catholic King of Spain”, the most powerful
ruler in all of Europe, for he was King of Spain, King of Portugal, Archduke of Austria, Duke of
Burgundy, Lord of the Netherlands, and even briefly the titular King of England by virtue of being
the husband of Queen Mary I for the final four years of her life. Forty years later, Philip II, like
Queen Mary of England, died of cancer.  One imagines that at the appropriate time, Versa est in
luctum was performed by the composer’s choir in Toledo’s beautiful cathedral.  It is a pity that
Philip never heard this sombre yet glorious music.  Descending from Hapsburg-Burgundian-
Spanish-Portuguese parentage, Philip heard choral music of the highest calibre sung daily,
whether sung at the court’s private mass, Vespers or other evening devotions.



Kyrie (Requiem for Peace, VII; 2005) Larry Nickel (b. 1952)

The Requiem for Peace by Larry Nickel (long time member of VCS) continues to be performed by
choirs and orchestras around the world.  Drawing on texts from thirteen languages and various
spiritual traditions, the Requiem continues to speak to concert enthusiasts, so many of whom
yearn for peace at all levels of society as well as abroad.  The words of this seventh movement
call out, asking God to hear our prayers for mercy and peace.

Kyrie miserere.
Dona nobis pacem.
Exaudi orationem meam.
Christe eleison.

Lord have mercy.
Grant us peace.
Hear my prayer.
Christ have mercy.

Traditional texts, Latin Mass for the Faithful Departed

Versa est in luctum cithara mea,
et organum meum in vocem flentium.
Parce mihi Domine,
nihil enim sunt dies mei.

My lyre is turned to mourning
and my pipe to the voice of those who weep. [Job 30:31]
Spare me, O Lord,
for my days are as nothing.

Job 30:31 and 7:16b

Morning Star (2007) Arvo Pärt (b. 1935)

Born and raised in Estonia, Arvo Pärt has become one of today’s best-known composers of
classical sacred music.  Durham University (England) recognized the importance of his work by
awarding him an honorary doctorate (2003).  In 2007, he composed Morning Star for that
university’s 175�� anniversary.  Pärt set to music the prayer in Durham’s Cathedral, inscribed
above the tomb for the Venerable Bede, whose Ecclesiastical History of England (731 AD) earned
him the title, “Father of English history”.  Among other things, Bede championed using AD and
BC as a uniform way to refer to years.  Pärt’s work opens with the clarity and simplicity which
typifies so many of his compositions, slowly gaining in complexity and dissonance, and climaxing
with the prayer’s final line, “And opens everlasting day.”

Christ is the morning star,
Who, when the night of this world is past,
Brings to his saints the promise of the light of life
And opens everlasting day.

Venerable Bede (672/673-735 AD)
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Antara (2021) Tracy Wong (b. 1983)

Self identifying as Chinese-Malaysian-Canadian, Tracy Wong conducts the Kitchener Grand
Philharmonic Youth Choir and is Assistant Professor of Choral Studies at Western University
(London, ON).  For this intriguing work, she selected a succinct yet challenging text by the
Malaysian writer, choreographer, and singer, Mohd Tauid.   The composer tells us that Antara
“is a musical expression of being ‘in between’ and the celebration of human resilience” even in
times of conflict.

Antara
Dari duduk oh berdiri
Cabar hati
Kuatkan jati
Dari pegun oh berlari.

Between
From sitting to standing
Challenge [your] heart
Strengthen your inner self
From stillness to running.

Mohd. Fairuz bin Mohd. Tauhid (b. 1982)

Nūr: Reflections on Light (2014) Hussein Janmohamed (b. 1969)

Hussein Janmohamed is a professional singer, producer, conductor, composer and now a member
of VCS.  Born in Kenya, he grew up in Alberta and graduated from UBC in opera production and
choral conducting.  Janmohamed draws upon his rich Ismali heritage, which continually seeks
peace and harmony, often finding ways to create bridges between cultures, ethnicities, and
spiritual traditions.

Nur: Reflections on Light is a collection of miniature choral soundscapes exploring the
ineffable nature of light, its simultaneous oneness and refractive multiplicity. . . . The piece
draws inspiration from Ayat an Nūr—the Verse of Light from the Qur’an—that emphasises
the ever present flame of Divine Light (Nūr) that belongs neither to the West or East, but to
all the heavens, earth and creation. . . . The word Hu is a pronoun used with Allah (God) in
Sufism. Hu describes a universal divine presence that can be found within every human being.

Light: Unveiled traces a melodic contour based on Qur’an recitation.  Drones create tension
evoking separation from and longing for unity with the merciful Divine Heart . . . .

Light: Suspended . . .  In a structured improvisation singers co-create a vibrant sonic landscape
. . . [creating] a sense of kaleidoscopic social harmony and divine oneness . . . .

— The composer

        Soloists: Melanie Adams, Hussein Janmohamed
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I.  Light: Unveiled
 Hu
  Nūr‐un ala Nūr

II.  Light: Suspended

III. Light: Enlivened
  Nūr‐un ala Nūr.
 Lumen de lumine.

Hu
Light upon Light.

Light upon Light.
Light of Light.

Advance Democracy (1938) Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)

The words of these ringing cries of ‘the people’ come from the poet and professional flautist,
Randall Swingler.  Unlike Britten, Swingler served in the British Army during World War II.
Advance Democracy is part of the poet’s war poetry published at the conclusion of the war.

Benjamin Britten was England’s foremost composer of the second half of the 20�� century.
Advance Democracy (1938) was composed in response to the disastrous yet briefly celebrated
Munich Agreement, after which Germany took over Czechoslovakia without allied military
intervention. Twelve months later, all of Europe was at war.  Being a pacifist, Britten did not
escape the hostilities of the British press when he moved to America, in part to avoid the draft.
However, the British Embassy wisely advised him to remain in America so that he could serve as
an unofficial cultural ambassador for England, for they knew that without successfully enlisting
firm support from the United States, the Allied forces would likely not prevail.  But after two
years abroad, Britten felt unable to remain in exile any longer.  He returned in 1942 and eventually
received conscientious objector status, helping the war effort by tirelessly giving concerts in
outlying English venues.

1.  Across the darkened city
 The frosty searchlights creep
 Alert for the first marauder
 To steal upon our sleep.

3.  There are whispers across tables,
 Talks in a shutter’d room,
 The price on which they bargain
 Will be a people’s doom.

2.  We see the sudden headlines
 Float on the muttering tide,
 We hear them warn and threaten
 And wonder what they bide.

4.  There’s a roar of war in the factories,
 And idle hands on the street,
 And Europe held in nightmare
 By the thud of marching feet.
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5. Now sinks the sun of surety,
 The shadows growing tall
 Of the big bosses plotting
 Their biggest coup of all.

8.  Time to decide,
 Time to resolve divisions,
 Time to renew our pride,
 Time to burst our house of glass.

6.  Is there no strength to save us?
 No power we can trust,
 Before our lives and liberties
 Are powder’d into dust.

9.  Rise as a single being
 In one resolve arrayed:
 Life shall be for the people
 That’s by the people made.

7.  Time to arise Democracy,
 Time to rise up and cry.
 That what our fathers fought for,
 We’ll not allow to die.

Randall Swingler (1909-1967; written 1938)

Lux humanitas (2022) Craig Galbraith (b. 1975)

Craig Galbraith, an alumnus of VCS and our choir’s Composer-in-Residence, has now completed
his trilogy of choral works based on Latin quotations which he has culled from across the
centuries: Axis mundi (2016), Coeli et Terra (2019), and the work we premiere today, Lux
humanitas (2022).  The work’s complex sonorities reflect the profundity of the lyrics, so nicely
summarized by the opening line:  “After darkness, I hope for light”, words from Pharsalia, the
epic poem by the young Hispanic Roman poet, Lucan.  The composer writes:

This work completes a trilogy of compositions on the concept of reorientations. Axis
Mundi represented intellectual reorientations at several points in history, as science humbled
our assumptions and showed we were not at the center of the universe. Coeli et
Terra depicted a spiritual reorientation as we reckoned with the apparent conflict between
science and religion.  These two compositions expressed an internal struggle through which
we may experience enlightenment.  And finally this work, Lux humanitas, considers how
those internal struggles interface with the world.  In recent years, our discourse has become
divided by a decline in humility and the principle of charity.  The pandemic amplified
polarization as we became less connected with the real world and turned to self-confirming
virtual communities. The opening of the composition portrays the fractured state of our
society, as “civil war” tears apart families and communities.  We are in need of another
reorientation – this time outwards toward humanity.  The latter part of the work is hopeful
that we can reclaim some enlightenment and that by refocusing on humility and charity, we
may illuminate our minds.  Then, perhaps, we might recognize that our shared, yet diverse
experiences of the world and those around us can be a source of beauty.

—The composer
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Post tenebras spero lucem After darkness, I hope for light.

Quis Furor.
Bella plus quam civilia canimus,
populumque potentem
In sua victrici conversum viscere dextra
cognatasque acies,
infestisque obvia signis signa
pares aquilas et pila minantia pilis.
Quis furor! O cives.

What madness.
We sing of wars worse than civil,
of how a powerful people
turned their own right hands against themselves,
battle lines within families,
and of standards against hostile standards,
eagle [legion] against eagle, spear opposing spear.
What madness! O citizens.

Lucan, Pharsalia (39-65; c. 61 A.D.)

Post tenebras spero lucem.
Ad astra per aspera.
Lux humanitas.

After darkness, I hope for light.
Through adversity to the stars.
Light of humanity.

Anon., various sources

Omnia me, dum iunior essem scire
putabam.
Quo scio plus, hoc me nunc scio scie
minus.

All things I thought I knew, but now confess

the more I know, the more I know that I know the
less.

John Owen (1616-1683)

Cum convenitis, unusquisque vestrum
canticum habet, doctrinam habet,
intuitunam habet,
interpretationem habet:
omnia ad ædificationem fiant.

When you come together, each one
has a song, has a teaching,
has an intuition
or interpretation:
let all things be done for edification.

St Paul (c. 5-c. 65 A.D.), 1 Corinthians 14:26 (c. 53-54 A.D.)

Post tenebras spero
lux mentis,
lux humanitas.

 [Women’s voices only]
 In vitæ decore habitant.
 Astrorum cursus contemplare quasi
 cum illis una circumactus

After darkness, I hope for
light of the mind
light of humanity.

 [Women’s voices only]
 Live in the beauty of life.
 Watch the course of the stars,
 And see yourself running with them.

Marcus Aurelius (121-180 A.D.), Meditations, 7:47

[All voices]
Maius est illuminare quam lucere solum.

[All voices]
It is better to illuminate than merely to shine.

St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), Summa theologiae
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Mens impletur gratia.
E pluribus unum.  Amor.
Lux humanitas.

The mind is filled with grace.
Out of many, one.  Love.
Light of humanity.

Anon., various sources

Underneath the Stars (2003) Kate Rusby (b. 1973)
arr. Jim Clements (b. 1983, arr. 2013)

The English folk musician and writer, Kate Rusby, has been performing in folk festivals since her
childhood.  Her breakout solo album, Hourglass (1997) has been followed by a steady stream of
even more successful recordings. Underneath the Stars was arranged for VOCES8 by its Arranger
in Residence, Jim Clements, who has created more than 70 such arrangements for the ensemble.

Soloists: Jonathan Saunders, Michelle Hartley

O, go gently,
O, go gently.

Underneath the stars I'll meet you,
Underneath the stars I'll greet you,
And there beneath the stars I'll leave you
Before you go of your own free will.

Go gently,
Go gently.

Underneath the stars you met me,
Underneath the stars you left me;
I wonder if the stars regret me.
At least you'll go of your own free will.

Go gently,
Go gently.

Here beneath the stars I'm landing,
And here beneath the stars not ending.
Oh, why on earth am I pretending?
I'm here again, the stars befriending—
They come and go of their own free will.

Go gently,
Go gently.

Underneath the stars you met me,
And underneath the stars you left me.
I wonder if the stars regret me,
I'm sure they'd like me if they only met me.
They come and go of their own free will.

Go gently,
Go gently.

Kate Rusby (b. 1973)
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Lao Rahal Soti Samin Choukeir (b. 1975)
arr. Shireen Abu Khader

Shireen Abu Khader is a Palestinian-Jordanian-Canadian composer, arranger, conductor, and
music educator.  She has been the Composer in Residence for the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir
and now works with her organization, Dozan World, which promotes the music of her beloved
Levant (Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine, Iraq). She wrote the following about this work:

I was first introduced to this piece during my work in Ramallah in 1998.  Syrian
composer, Samin Choukeir, had a different take on its feel and direction.  It is originally
a protest song, fast with a march-like feel.  However, the melody and more so the
lyrics resonated with my belief as a Jordanian of Palestinian origin, voices and songs do
not depart.  With that in mind, the approach to the arrangement was different,
calmer, quieter and more hopeful.  With a personal dedication to the Palestinian
ongoing struggle for freedom and dignity, I hope that the universal message of this
beautiful melody resonates with all, reminding us that the voices of all those who have
been silenced continue to resonate in our music.

—The arranger

Soloist: Benila Ninan

Lao raḥal ṣoti mab tirhal hanaჳirkom
ʕyuni ʕala bʊkraw ‘albi maʕkom
Lao raḥil mʊɤanni bitdal |il ‘aɤni
tiჳmaʕ |I’lu bilmaksu ra wil bitʕani

If my voice departs, your throats [i.e., voices] will not.
I look unto tomorrow and my heart is with you.
If the singer goes [dies], the songs will remain,
Bringing together the broken and suffering hearts.

Samih Choukeir (b. 1975)

Join the VCS team
by becoming a volunteer!

        Interested in joining the VCS Board?
The Vancouver Cantata Society is always interested
in hearing from individuals who would like to
donate some of their time and skills to serve our
organization.  We would be delighted to hear from
potential board members who have experience
relevant to non-profit governance including
fundraising, communications, and networking.
They support and provide leadership to senior
staff, meet every two months from September to
May and attend other scheduled Society events.
All enquiries may be emailed to
trevor@vancouvercantatasingers.com.

Learn more about how you can support
Vancouver Cantata Singers through
volunteering.  Please contact Trevor Mangion
at trevor@vancouvercantatasingers.com.

Thank you to our Light of Humanity volunteers!

Mickey Brazeau Mark Halpin
Anna Lester Caitlin McKee
Katherine Serrano Lucy Pratt-Johnson
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This is My Song (Finlandia, 1899) Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)
arr. Blake Morgan (arr. 2019)

Although Jean Sibelius was a prolific composer of symphonies, chamber music, works for piano,
and even choral music, he is best known for the hymn-like section heard toward the conclusion
of his beautiful symphonic poem, Finlandia.  One year after the work’s premier, Veikko Antero
Koskenniemi wrote patriotic words for Finlandia’s hymn-like music.  This song quickly became
Finland’s unofficial national anthem.  In 1934, the American poet Lloyd Stone provided two
entirely new verses for this song, using words applicable to all nations.  The third verse was added
by Blake Morgan, who created this arrangement for the vocal ensemble VOCES8.

       Soloists:  Eric Biskupski, Lee Clapp

This is my song, O God of all the nations,
A song of peace for lands afar and mine.
This is my home, the country where my heart is,
Here are my hopes, my dreams, my holy shrine.
But other hearts in other lands are beating,
With hopes and dreams as true and high as mine.

My country’s skies are bluer than the ocean,
And sunlight beams on cloverleaf and pine.
But other lands have sunlight too, and clover,
And skies are everywhere as blue as mine.
This is my song, O God of all the nations,
A song of peace for their land and for mine.

So let us raise this melody together,
Beneath the stars that guide us through the night;
If we choose love, each storm we’ll learn to weather,
Until true peace and harmony we find.
This is our song, a hymn we raise together;
A dream of peace, uniting humankind.

Verses 1-2, Lloyd Stone (1912-1993)
Verse 3, Blake Morgan
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Oops, the wrong ad (Dec 16!).
Corrected one is on its way.

$3000 +    Jay Biskupski & Catherine Imrie, Janice & J. Evan Kreider in memory of Curtis Funk, Paula
Kremer, Robert & Michele Michaleski
$1000-2999  Maureen Bennington, Rachel Brown & Bruce Sled, Elizabeth & Douglas Colpitts, Rapti Dietrich
& Jesse Read, Lesley & Gordon Finlay, Janet Gannon, Beth & Robert Helsley, Michelle Herrewynen & Alan
Woodland,  Paul Kreider, Dalton Kremer in memory of Ti-La, Alyssa & Bill Sunderland in honour of J. Evan
Kreider, Troy Topnik, Anonymous in memory of Dr Gunnar Brosamler
$500-999  Darcy & Angela Clarkson, Missy Clarkson, Fiona Lam in memory of Dr. Bik May Wai & Dr. Chung Nin Lam,
Paddy MacLeod, Sarah McNair, Peter Mercer, Lilliana Merler in memory of Ezio Merler, Larry Nickel, Dr. Langston
Raymond, Andy Robb, Paul Waller
$250-$499 Norma Boutillier, Matthew Fisher, Kathy & Stan Hamilton, Nina Horvath, Derwyn & Janet Lea, Daniel
Marshall & Maximiliano Schneider, James McDowell, Anthea Piets, Asha Pratt-Johnson, Elaine Sawyer, Matthew
Stephenson, Kenneth Topnik, Laura Vogt, 1 anonymous
Up to $249  Bruce Adams in memory of Rae Smart, Melanie Adams, Wendy Atkinson, Robin Baugh, John Behr, Christopher & Rosemary
Bell, Jay Berney, Eric Biskupski, Andy Booth, Mark Briand, Ann Cameron & Martin Landmann, Sharon Cameron, David Cannell, Hilary
Carle, Selena Chang, Adrian Chantler, Emily M Cheung, Christina Cho, Derrick Christian, Pia Christensen, Mary Lynn Clark, B Jean
Clarke, Adrian & Sarah Conradi, Lindiwe Coyne, Celine Cripps , Sam Dabrusin, Elizabeth Davies, Gloria Davies, Shelagh Davies, Phillip
Dollan, Chris Doughty, Leslie Duchak, Dr. JFT Dresselhuis, Margot Ehling, Joanne Fairbrother in memory of her parents, Lyndsay
Fukushima, William Ferris, Elspeth Finlay, Heather Franklyn, Mavis Friesen, Suzy Funk, Marissa Gaetanne, Sheila Gair, Allan Gautier,
Joy Gibson, Judy Glabb, Lesley Goodbrand, Linda Graham, Scott Griffin, Wendy Hall, Glenn Hansen, Gerald Harder, Anne Harvey,
Jody Herrewynen, Nancy Hood, Katie Horst, Ray Horst, Lubica Horvath, Amanda Jangula, Elizabeth Jones, Stephen Keary, Val & Mark
Kinnee, Shona Lam, Adrienne Lyall, Cathy MacDonell, Louisa Mauw, Patrick May on behalf of The Vancouver Chopin Society, Colleen
Maybin, Laurie McGillivray, Sarah McGrath, Ian McLean, Wendy McMillan, Lydia Meiser, Brenda Millar, Johanna Moeliker, Peter
Monahan, Christina Modonese, Jennifer & Pedro Moss, Cheryl Niamath, Sharon Newman, Benila Ninan, Roberta Pauls, Terry
Pitt-Brooke, Sonia Plewa, Therese Pope, Thomas Quigley in memory of Sara Gaddes, Diana & Brian Pratt-Johnson, Jo-Anne Preston,
Eve Richardson, Dave Rosborough, Leola Mae Runions, C.D. Saint, Marne St Claire, Antonina Salivon, Jomar Santos, Jim Sanyshyn,
Evelyn Schofield, Shirley Sexsmith, Taka Shimojima, Karen Shuster, Ted Slater in memory of Douglas E. Harker, Bonnie Stebbings,
Betty Suderman, Rachel Telling, Paul Thiessen, Alison Thomas, Richard Unger, Olga Volkoff, Barrie Vickers, Shawn Wakley, Wendy
& Chris Walker, Alison Watt, Nigel Wells, Claire Westlake, Gwyneth  Westwick, Eric Wilson, Shauna Wilton, James Wright, M Anne
Wyness, 1 anonymous

Endowment Fund $10,000+ The Kremer family gave $15,000 in memory of their beloved “Ti-la”
                  Janice & J. Evan Kreider in memory of Kay Kreider
                                          $1000+  Beth & Robert Helsley, Jesse Read & Rapti Dietrich

Up to $999   Trevor Mangion

Vancouver Cantata Singers acknowledges our many contributors and donors who play a vital
role in ensuring our continuing success. Thank you!

Government

Corporate Foundations




